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Our country was founded on the notion of
capitalism and the opportunities offered to
our citizens if they work hard and become
successful. The basic tenant of capitalism allows
our freedoms to be sustainable.
Another summer and another budget crisis in Sacramento. Why
can’t our legislators do their jobs and give California a budget
that works each year? Have we become so partisan that no
compromise is possible for fiscal responsibility? Any business or
farm managed in this manner would have failed long ago.
And that’s precisely the problem in Sacramento: the state is not
run as a business. Our country was founded on the notion of
capitalism and the opportunities offered to our citizens if they
work hard and become successful. Somewhere in the past
decades business success has turned into something evil and
comes only at the expense of our environment or quality of life.

Stability, Service and Commitment to our Clients’ Needs.
Creating lasting relationships and
providing superior legal service for nearly 85 years.
Exp E riE nc Ed atto rnE ys , s pE c ia l iz ing in a full array of p rofEs s ional lEg al s ErvicEs .

agriculture law
Business & taxation
construction

creditor’s rights
Estate planning
labor & Employment

litigation
public agencies
real Estate & land use

Since business success built our society into the great nation we
are today, how can we consistently turn away from making sure
our business community is thriving?
This capitalism, after all, drives economic success by not
only those companies providing goods and services, but the
employees of those companies who then have disposable
income to consume other goods and services. This is the basic
tenant of capitalism and allows our freedoms to be sustainable.
And a successful business environment will contribute more to a
healthy ecological environment.
Yet, in Sacramento our legislators don’t seem to realize that
a shortfall in revenues means that there are not enough
businesses and citizens to pay taxes. That must mean,
ultimately, that the business climate in the state is so poor
that it cannot sustain the society built around it. In short, we
are driving business away from our state because of too many
restrictions on how businesses and farms can operate, or the
success that capitalism offered prior generations when we were
known as the ‘Golden State.”

continues on page 2
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Agritourism:
Are you using it to your advantage?
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Thursday, August 23rd
Bayonet & Black Horse Golf Courses
Along the Monterey Coast in Seaside
Playing both courses again this year!
Four Player Scramble
Modified Callaway Scoring System
All skill levels welcome
The proceeds from this event benefit a variety of organizations such as the
Bill Barker Scholarship Fund, Monterey County Agricultural Education, and
the continuing efforts of Monterey County Farm Bureau to maintain farming,
ranching, and agricultural interests locally and statewide.

Tournament Schedule:
9:30 Registration Opens
9:30 Putting Contest Sign-up
11:00 Shotgun Start
4:00 Awards Banquet and Raffle
Registration for players is now open, visit www.montereycfb.com for
registration form. Space is limited even though we are playing both courses.
Registration deadline is August 10th.

Foursome $700, Individual Registration $175
We need sponsors to make this event a success! Please consider being a
Gold Sponsor, with special recognition, or a Tee Sponsor.
Visit www.montereycfb.com for more information on golf sponsorships!

continued from front page
Each year our state budget seems to be crafted on lofty expectations and one-time
gimmicks that never really play out. It would be nice if California’s leaders could put
together a realistic budget that doesn’t overinflate tax revenues or rely on a turningpoint event to find revenue streams. Again this year we are at that point, where
the ball is kicked down the field and the voters are forced to make the choice
that our legislators refuse to do: a tax increase to cover up their mismanagement
of our business environment. We are simply being asked to do their work for
them so they don’t have to take the blame for making California a tough business
environment.
But the larger picture here is legislators in Sacramento don’t realize that each and
every new law that constrains business or agriculture in some way, or makes
it more expensive to do business in California, deflates the tax base that can
generate the revenues we need to pay for education and social services. What
California really needs is a complete overhaul of business regulations, or at least a
moratorium on any new regulations, so that business can get back to doing what it
does best: creating success.

Monterey County has found a new,
untapped source of income – one
that is making it turn green with
crops, wine and money. Agritourism
is a refreshing industry with the
power to invest in future generations
of farmers and create new
experiences for travelers – all while
contributing to the local economy.
And like the good things in life, it
needs to be cared for to reach its full
potential and reap with benefits.

through agritourism and they’re
finding them in Monterey County.

In terms of economic impact, the
clash of both travel and agriculture
industries is vast. Monterey County
tourism annually injects more than
$2 billion in direct travel spending
into the local economy, directly
supports more than 21,000 jobs and
generates $50 million in local tax
and fee revenue. In 2010, California
reported a total of 81,700 farms which
produce nearly half of
Travelers are now
the nation’s fruits, nuts
and vegetables.
looking for ways to

As Californians,
we have a great
advantage to
benefit from
experience California
the agritourism
Last year was a
industry.
through agritourism and record breaking year
California is
for California’s travel
they’re finding them in industry − tourism
ranked as
the largest
spending broke the
Monterey County.
agriculture
$100 billion mark for
producing state
the first time ever,
in the country and is the top travel
with a record $102.3 billion spent
destination in the United States. Visit
by 220 million visitors, according to
California is working hard to keep it
Visit California. In 2010, the nation’s
that way by marketing the California
agriculture industry also made a huge
experience and essential elements
impact, pumping $37.5 billion into the
of the California lifestyle– cuisine,
economy, representing 11.9 percent
wine, music, adventure and more
of the U.S. total. It is no surprise
to travelers on a state, national and
agritourism is a valuable source
international level – giving them a
of income for the state and local
taste of the good life.
economy.

carry a wide variety of fresh produce,
food booths and other local crafts
and gift items. Agritourism activities
such as these are viable tools used to
enhance ranch income, improve cash
flow, educate the public and meet
new people.
The local economy is in for a
boom this summer as patrons
enjoy the Monterey Wine Festival,
Monterey County Fair, Old Monterey
Marketplace and more through
agritourism.

Caroline Beteta is President and CEO of
Visit California, a non-profit organization
with a mission to develop and maintain
marketing programs - in partnership with
the state’s travel industry - that keep
California top-of-mind as a premier
travel destination. For more
information, please visit

As people become more
knowledgeable about California and
its diverse offerings, more and more
want to wander out of the cities and
explore the various expressions of
the California lifestyle. Because of
this curiosity and hunger for all things
California, the agritourism industry
has become an economic force like
no other. Travelers are now looking
for ways to experience California

Agritourism activities taking place
year-round include:
• On-farm tours and classes
• Fairs and festivals
• Winery weddings
• Pumpkin patches
And more…
According to the Monterey County
Farm Bureau, Monterey County is the
‘Salad Bowl of the World’ and offers a
large number of Farmers Markets that
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Farmers Blur the Line
Between Organic and Conventional
R eprinted form F B N ews

Jay Yankey uses composted
growth driven by consumer
manure to fertilize his pumpkins
demand and premium prices.
and strawberries, which he sells at
his you-pick farm in Prince William
Still, more farmers, a total of 20,437,
County, VA., and through communityreport in the most recent Census of
supported agriculture contracts
Agriculture in 2007 that their products
in which
meet federal organic
community
standards, but not all
members buy
There are more ways to
of them are certified
shares of the
organic. And then
protect the environment
farm’s produce
there are farmers
for the season.
than being organic.
like Yankey, who fall
He uses
somewhere along
beneficial insects
the spectrum between organic and
to control pests, and cover crops to
conventional.
prevent erosion and add nitrogen to
his soil.
“Many conventional farmers use
some of the biological and cultural
Organic farmers commonly rely on
practices that organic farmers rely on
such methods in lieu of chemical
for pest and nutrient management,
pesticides and synthetic fertilizers,
just not to the same degree,” says
which are not allowed under USDA’s
Catherine Greene, a senior economist
national organic standards and
with USDA’s Economic Research
labeling program.
Service. USDA data shows, for
example, that while organic soybean
Yankey’s farm, however, is not
growers rely more heavily than
certified organic.
conventional farms on the use of
beneficial insects to control pests
“I just feel it (organic certification)
and mulch and ground covers to
would restrict me in what I can and
keep weeds down, those practices
can’t do,” he explained. “There are a
are commonly used by conventional
lot of factors that play into why you
soybean farmers. Greene says some
would use certain practices. Farmers
of the most widely adopted organic
use the ones that work for them.”
methods are crop rotation, natural
fertilizer, green manure, biological
The national organic certification
pest management and conservation
program began in 2002, requiring
tillage.
farms with more than $5,000 in
annual sales to become USDAcertified in order to label their
products as organic. Now, a decade
on, the amount organic farmland in
the U.S. has more than doubled to
4.8 million acres and the number of
organic farms has grown to 13,000.
While that’s still a tiny percentage
of U.S. agriculture, the organic
sector has seen phenomenal
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Farmers like Yankey, who also grows
soybeans and wheat, are adopting
the “organic’ practices that work
for them and rejecting the ones that
don’t.
“As we continue to progress, I think
that line between conventional
and organic is going to continue

to become blurred,” Yankey
says. “More organic practices are
becoming accepted as the norm.”
Al Carl, a conventional grower of
apples and other fruits in western
Massachusetts, uses sulfur, a natural
soil amendment, to control apple
scab. Organic apple producers use
such “biological pesticides” and
other inputs for pest management,
according to Greene.
For farmers like Carl, focusing on
buying local is more important than
an organic label. He sells his apples
directly to consumers in Amherst,
a college town with an affluent
population willing to pay the higher
prices for organic produce. Still, he
says, if the fruit doesn’t look nice,
“no one will want to know us.” He
feels he has to use some synthetic
pesticides to control diseases like
sooty blotch, which causes only
surface blotches on apples but makes
the fruit essentially unmarketable in
the fresh market.
Going all-organic can be costly
because of the challenge of
controlling weeds and pest without
pesticides and the higher cost
of organic feed for livestock. As
farmers like Yankey strive to shrink
their environmental footprint, they
are focusing on where they can
practically and profitably make
incremental improvements
Yankey says there are more ways to
protect the environment than being
organic.
For example, something Yankey says
he could not do as a certified organic
farm is no-till, a method of planting a
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As farmers strive
to shrink their
environmental footprint,
they are focusing
on where they can
practically and profitably
make incremental
improvements.
crop amide the residue of the
previous crop, without tilling the soil
before planting. No-till farming helps
retain soil moisture and nutrients and
curb erosion, but it also involves the
use of herbicides for weed control.
“While we’re constantly researching
other opportunities like cover crops
and things, we still have to use
a small amount of herbicide. For
our operation, I feel that’s more
environmentally friendly than having
to cultivate the soil and causing
erosion. It’s better to leave that
biomass on the field,” Yankey
explained.
Of course, the organic label is an
easy way for consumers who want
to avoid foods grown with chemical
pesticides, synthetic fertilizer and
genetic engineering to do so without
digging into each farmer’s specific
production practices. Yankey says
customers often ask if his products
are organic.
“I encourage consumers to ask
those questions,” says Yankey.
“Most are comfortable when we
explain the things we are doing.
What consumers should be asking is,
‘How does what you do affect me as
the direct consumer.’”

“

Scott Travis grows conventional
corn, wheat, tobacco, pumpkins and
soybeans in Cox’s Creek, Ky., just
south of Louisville. He also uses no-till
production for his row crops, which
in addition to building soil fertility and
reducing erosion also helps his seed
get off to a good start because of
increased soil moisture.
He adjusts planting and harvesting
dates, working with Mother Nature to
use sunlight as a natural fertilizer that
helps set the bean pods. He plans
carefully to have the ground covered
with soybean plants by around June
20, which he says is
the brightest time of the year.
Travis also rotates his soybean and
corn crops, with 60 percent of the
rows planted in soybeans.
“Crop rotation is really an organic
way to control pests in the soil.”
Travis says. “What attacks the corn
won’t attack the beans and vice versa.
It improves yields quite a bit.”
He says a farmer beginning to do
crop rotation will have a drop in yields
the first year, but after that yields get
better a soil conditions improve.
“The soil will last a long time if you
take care of it,” Travis said. “Doing a
lot of these practices that are partially
organic, or more organic than people
think, are part of that. Farmers are
doing way better than they used to.”

FB News is a weekly publication

“THE FUTURE OF
FARMING HAS STARTED
A REVOLUTION.”
Chayse Caprara
Buena Vista 4-H member

His family has been farming a wide variety of vegetables
in the Salinas Valley for years. If his generation doesn’t eat
their fruits and vegetables—who will Buena Vista
4-H member Chayse farm for?
His 4-H club is starting a Revolution—all children need to
eat their fruits and vegetables to sustain a farming
demand in the future.
Help them start their Revolution by making a corporate
donation of fresh, single serving vegetables or fruit for
them to serve at the Salinas Valley Fair!

Contact buenavista4h@gmail.com for more information on how you
can donate to the Revolution of Responsibility campaign

of the American Farm Bureau

To find a 4-H club in your community
visit http://cemonterey.ucdavis.edu

Federation, headquartered in
Washington, D.C.

A publication of Monterey County Farm Bureau

4-h

is the youth development program of the university

of california division of agriculture and natural resources
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CDC Research Shows Increase in
Outbreaks Linked to Imported Foods
courtesy of: farm employers labor service

While Washington legislators talk
much and accomplish little on
immigration reforms that will allow
agricultural employers to maintain a
production presence in the United
States, the Centers for Disease
Control reports that foodborne
illnesses are increasing in imported
foods – a solid reason to ensure
food will still be produced in the U.S.
rather than in other countries.
Foodborne disease outbreaks caused
by imported food appeared to rise in
2009 and 2010, and nearly half of the
outbreaks implicated foods imported
from areas that previously had not
been associated with outbreaks,
according to research from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, presented March 14 at the
International Conference on Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Atlanta.

“It’s too early to say if the recent
numbers represent a trend, but CDC
officials are analyzing information
from 2011 and will continue to
monitor for these outbreaks in the
future,” said Hannah Gould, Ph.D.,
an epidemiologist in CDC’s Division
of Foodborne, Waterborne and
Environmental Diseases and the lead
author.
CDC experts reviewed outbreaks
reported to CDC’s Foodborne
Disease Outbreak Surveillance
System from 2005-2010 for
implicated foods that were imported
into the United States. During
that five-year period, 39 outbreaks
and 2.348 illnesses were linked to
imported food from 15 countries.
Of those outbreaks, nearly half (17)
occurred in 2009 and 2010. Overall,
fish (17 outbreaks) were the most
common source of implicated

The Department of Agriculture’s Economic
Research Service estimated that about 16 percent
of all food eaten in the United States is imported.

imported foodborne disease outbreaks,
followed by spices (six outbreaks
including five from fresh or dried
peppers). Nearly 45 percent of the
imported foods causing outbreaks
came from Asia.
“As our food supply becomes more
global, people are eating foods from
all over the world, potentially exposing
them to germs from all corners of the
world, too,” Gould said. “We saw an
increased number of outbreaks due to
imported foods during recent years,
and more types of foods from more
countries causing outbreaks.”
According to a report by the
Department of Agriculture’s Economic
Research Service (ERS), U.S. food
imports grew from $41 billion in
1998 to $78 billion in 2007. Much of
that growth has occurred in fruit and
vegetables, seafood and processed
food products. The report estimated
that as much as 85 percent of the
seafood eaten in the United States
is imported, and depending on the
time of year, up to 60 percent of the
fresh produce is imported. ERS also
estimated that about 16 percent of
all food eaten in the United States is
imported. The types of food causing
the outbreaks in this analysis aligned
closely with the types of food that
were most commonly imported.
Gould warned that the findings
underestimate the true number of
outbreaks due to imported foods
as the origin of many foods causing
outbreaks is either not known or not
reported.
“We need better – and more –
information about what foods are
causing outbreaks and where those
foods are coming from,” Gould said.
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“Knowing more about what is
making people sick will help to focus
prevention efforts on those foods
that pose a higher risk of causing
illness.”
Recently, the Food and Drug
Administration has stepped up its
efforts to conduct environmental
assessments to determine the
root cause of outbreaks. With

lessons learned from outbreaks,
measures will be taken to prevent
such outbreaks in the future. The
newly enacted FDA Food Safety
Modernization Act is also a major
step in establishing a prevention
base food safety system that
would address domestic as well
as imported foods. CDC, FDA, and
USDA will continue to work together
to prevent food borne illness and

stop harmful products from entering
commerce.

Farm Employer Labor Service, a
division of California Farm Bureau
Federation, offers assistance to
farmers and ranchers on labor
relations issues. Contact FELS at
www.fels.net for more information
about their services.

Growth of U.S. Food Imports:
1998 - 2007
1998:
$41 billion

2007:
$78 billion

You Can Count

on Health Net

SOURCE:
Department of Agriculture’s
Economic Research Service

Christian Aparicio
Health Net

Simple, affordable solutions that meet your needs and your budget
Health Net health coverage is a benefit of Farm Bureau membership.1 You can count on
us to deliver straightforward costs without compromise of quality, simplicity or value.
Call your authorized Health Net agent, or contact
our Member Services, and discover how we make
health care work for you! 1-800-909-3447, option 2;
www.healthnet.com
1California Farm Bureau Members’ Health Insurance Plans are

underwritten by Health Net Life Insurance Company.
Health Net Life Insurance Company is a subsidiary of Health Net, Inc. Health Net is a registered service mark of Health Net, Inc. Farm Bureau and
the Farm Bureau logo are registered service marks of the American Farm Bureau Federation, used under license by Health Net Life Insurance
Company. All rights reserved.

A publication of Monterey County Farm Bureau
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Can We Feed 9 Billion?

W ritten by : D arlene D in , A gricutlural L and U se & P ublic P olicy C onsultant

W ritten by : N orm G root , E x ecutive D irector

This question was recently posed
in a Reuters News Service article.
So important is this question to all
of the world’s population, yet there
are wide variances in the answers
from the experts on how to increase
our food production to meet this
staggering number of people.
Given current trends in population
growth and migration, it is expected
that 70% of the world’s population
will live in metropolitan areas,
and reach the 9 billion number
somewhere around 2050. For those
of us reading this now, we have to
give pause and ponder what our
children and grandchildren will be
facing in less than 40 years.
Current statistics show that up to
30 percent of the current world food
supply is thrown away, eaten by pests,
or becomes inedible somewhere
on its way to the consumer’s table.
Most of these occurrences are in
underdeveloped countries where
infrastructure and modern technology
and conveniences are still limited. As

energy costs continue to increase, the
costs of transporting food to those
in the metropolitan areas will surely
increase, placing more pressure on
farmers to become efficient and costeffective in their practices.
Some of the solutions suggested
to meet the global food supply
requirements have merit, others are
not even practical. To suggest that
those who live in densely populated
areas could grow their own vegetables
in pots on their patios have never
been to a snow-bound city in the
winter. Suggestions that people eat
less meat and consume less dairy are
not realistic. Subsidies that support
agriculture are also under attack;
the first major food crisis will cure
that notion as citizens will learn that
farmers need to be protected from
weather and market disasters just to
be sustainable from year to year.
What is happening is the forced
download of a set of values on the
populace that doesn’t reflect what
Agriculture can provide in the way
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Agricultural Viability:
Public Policy or Politics?

of solutions. Assertions have been
floated that if we eat less meat and
consume less dairy we will save
congruently on grain production (less
cows, less feed for cows required).
This assumes that grain farmers will
then take up vegetable production, but
we already have enough vegetables
to feed our nation, and current trends
show that current production yields
will increase and continue to meet that
need. Growing fewer grains cannot
be assumed since more foodstuffs
will be developed from grains as
substitutes. We cannot afford to
fallow any more prime farmland as
this is a finite resource and once
lost cannot be replaced. The grains
market will simply adjust to where the
greatest need sustains itself.
We have all seen the impact of over
production of perishable crops on the
marketplace in past decades; the years
of storing excess grain production in
silos indefinitely are well behind us.
Pressure from renewable fuel sources
will continue to consume as much as
we can produce, even if corn-based
ethanol is not the greatest solution.
So the best solution to meeting the
world’s hunger needs is keeping
farmers profitable and sustainable.
We are fortunate to have one of the
best growing climates in the world
here in the Salinas Valley; it would
be a shame to waste this valuable
and important resource on folly and
fanciful notions and theories. This
means we must be judicial in the
amount of regulation we place on
farmers and ranchers, ensuring they
can still produce sufficient quantities
to feed not only our nation, but
the growing world populace. The
next generation of farmers needs
to see that there is pathway to a
productive life in farming, not one of
overburdening regulations and strict
production practices mandated by
questionable data sets.
The search for creative and innovative
methods to produce food and fiber
for all the world must be fostered in
domestic farm policy that supports
the greatest stewards of the land, the
farmer and rancher.
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In this election year we are talking a lot about politics, diverse points of view and strongly held values. I am writing
this article to ask each of us who support agricultural viability on the central coast, and in California to think about the
“policy of agriculture”. Those discussions are difficult to have: case in point, the adoption of the new Ag Order by the
Regional Water Board (CCRWQCB) on March 15, 2012. Please read the following quotes from diverse parties “from
the viewpoint of public policy” and at the end of the article I will offer a closing thought.

“Accordingly, I again urge the CCRWQCB to base its Ag Waiver on the collaborative success of the past decade with the goal
of achieving steady, consistent, and demonstrable water quality improvements on the Central Coast. Accordingly, I believe
that the ideal Ag Waiver will: utilize sound science; require accountability based on water quality results, not process; foster
trust and collaboration, not third party litigation; acknowledge the capabilities and limitations of the technologies currently
available to farmers; and look past the immediate debate to establish a long term commitment to both sustained water
quality gains and agriculture’s continued economic and environmental viability.”
– Sam Farr, Member of Congress, 17th District, Letter dated August 1, 2011
“The consequences of developing the Agricultural Order unilaterally, without the contributions of the agricultural industry,
are substantial. I strongly urge the CCRWQCB to make every reasonable effort to open the lines of communication with the
agriculture community and work together to produce mutually acceptable regulations.”
– Luis A. Alejo, Assembly Member, 28th Assembly District, Letter dated August 1, 2011

“To meet its goal of achieving improved water quality, the new Ag Order must be developed using accurate assumptions,
sound science, and must be rooted in achievable goals.”
– Anthony Cannella, Senator, District 12, Letter dated August 1, 2011

“The question is not whether to protect water quality, but how to protect water. A Sustainable environment is
interdependent with a strong economy. Economic strength facilitates the incorporation of advance technologies and
innovative management practices necessary to produce our clean water goals.”
– Sam Blakeslee, 15th Senate District, Letter dated July 20, 2011

“We have participated in a facilitated process, which was designed to identify areas where our representative perspectives
may overlap. Our conversations have been productive and largely positive; stakeholders with multiple perspectives have
stated that the process was a valuable learning experience. In general; we are interested in improving water quality on the
Central Coast. We are similarly interested in ensuring the continued viability of commercial agriculture on the Central Coast.
We agree that the quality of agricultural discharges can and will improve through implementation of on-farm practices. We
agree that an effective and efficient Conditional Waiver can aid stakeholders in implementing this and other objectives .We
have not been able to find agreement, however, on a regulatory structure for a Conditional Waiver which meets every party’s
objectives and addresses every party’s concerns.”
– Jennifer Clary, Clean Water Action; Rick Tomlinson, California Strawberry Commission: Nathan G. Alley,
Environmental Defense Center; Abby Taylor-Silva, Grower-Shipper Association of the Central Coast;
Steve Shimek, Monterey Coastkeeper; Norm Groot, Monterey County Farm Bureau; Ben Pitterle,
Santa Barbara Channelkeeper; Hank Giclas Western Growers, Letter dated August 1, 2011
Each of these quotes is a strong statement of support for agriculture viability.
As we move forward in our discussions around water quality issues we must include in the discussions- the who, what,
& why; regarding economic viability, steadfast improvement of our farming practices through sound science; and the
ongoing need for respect and development of our human capital (the triple bottom line, people, plant, profits). Open and
transparent public policy processes can allow for us to present our points of view to others, along with us being able to
understanding the concerns from those members of our community outside of the agricultural industry.
In many cases we have allowed politics to separate us. The non-accessible process of the CCRWQCB is a failure in public
policy- at the time of this writing the decision is being appealed to the State Water Board, and may end up in the courts.
Our issues are complex; the solutions require time to show process, in this election year look to those candidates willing
to put agricultural public policy ahead of politics.
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Allterra Environmental Inc.

Pacific Valley Bank

Sambrailo Packaging

BBS Holding Inc.

Pinnacle Bank

Valley Pacific Petroleum Service

Berry Pack Inc.

Rabobank NA

Monterey Bay Analytical Services

Cypress Coast Ford Lincoln

Salinas Steel Builders Inc.

Hyperion Systems

Liberty Company Insurance Brokers

Salinas Valley Truck Center

•

B-Impressed

• Cypress

Coast Ford Lincoln

• Paraiso

Vineyards

See our website at www.montereycfb.com for details on these programs!

Got a plan for the 2012 Agricultural Order?

Allterra has a plan and our experience is a phone call away...

Allterra’s Services for Farmers and Ranchers

• 2012 Agricultural Order Compliance: Notice of Intents, sample collection,
groundwater monitoring, reporting, employee training, & RWQCB liaison

• Spill Prevention Control & Countermeasure Plans (SPCCs)
• Hazardous Materials Investigations and Cleanup
• Solar energy ﬁnancial analysis, design, and installation

California Farm Bureau
Launches 2012 Photo Contest
Cash prizes and a new category await participants
in the 31st annual California Farm Bureau Photo
Contest, which began June 1.
The contest gives amateur photographers who are Farm Bureau
members an opportunity to capture photos that best highlight
California agriculture. New for 2012, contributing members of
the California Bountiful Foundation are also eligible to enter. The
Grand Prize winner will earn a cash prize of $500, while prizes will
also be awarded to first- and second-place winners in each of five
categories. First-place winners will receive $250 and second-place
winners will receive $100.
The new category, California’s Bounty, joins the returning
categories: Kids and Critters on the Farm; All in a Day’s Work on
the Farm; Rural Scenic; and Budding Artists.
Aspiring shutterbugs 13 years and younger who are children
of Farm Bureau or California Bountiful Foundation members
are encouraged to enter their photos in the Budding Artists
category. Presented by the California Foundation for Agriculture
in the Classroom, prizes for this category include a total of $350
in cash and copies of the book, “Imagine this… Stories Inspired
by Agriculture.”
Photos may be in color or black and white. They must be printed
on photographic paper and measure at least 5 by 7 inches, but
no larger than 8½ by 11 inches, unmatted and unframed. Photos
must have been taken in 2011 or 2012. Judges will consider the
photo’s composition, lighting, creativity and agricultural message.
The contest is open only to amateur photographers—those who
do not regularly receive income from photography. All photos
become the property of the California Farm Bureau and may
be published in Ag Alert® newspaper or California BountifulSM
magazine and other promotional items. Winning photos will also
appear on CFBF websites: www.cfbf.com, www.agalert.com
and www.californiabountiful.com.

Visit us on the Web

www.allterraenv.com

All entries must be postmarked by Sept. 29. Entry forms and
official contest rules are available online at www.cfbf.com and
www.californiabountiful.com and from county Farm Bureaus.

Contact us at

831.425.2608 or info@allterraenv.com
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We know Mother Nature
doesn’t wait.
That’s why we get your employees back to work
fast through our careful processing of claims. Plus,
we offer eligible Farm Bureau members a 20 percent discount
on premiums. It’s all part of our commitment to
California agriculture. Because Mother Nature
doesn’t stop, and neither do we.

Together, we’ll help keep California working.
statefundca.com

State Compensation Insurance Fund is not a branch of the State of California.

Monterey County Farm Bureau
Thanks Our Business Support Members
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